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281—103.6(256B,280) Physical confinement and detention. If a student is physically confined and
detained in a portion of a school facility, the following conditions shall be observed. For the purposes
of this chapter, “physical confinement and detention” means the confinement of a student in a time-out
room or some other enclosure, whether within or outside the classroom, from which the student’s egress
is restricted.
1. The area of confinement and detention shall be of reasonable dimensions, and shall be free
from hazards and dangerous objects or instruments, considering the age, size, and physical and mental
condition of the student subject to confinement and detention;
2. There shall be sufficient light and adequate ventilation for human habitation;
3. A comfortable temperature shall be maintained, consistent with the facility that includes the
confinement and detention area;
4. Reasonable break periods shall be afforded the student to attend to bodily needs. However,
sleep shall not be considered a “bodily need” for purposes of this subrule;
5. The period of detention and confinement is reasonable, considering the age, size, and physical
and mental condition of the student subject to confinement and detention, and not in excess of the hours
in a school day as defined by local board policy or rule; however, reasonable periods of before- and
after-school detention are permissible. If a period of physical confinement and detention exceeds the
shorter of 60 minutes or the school’s typical class period, staff members shall evaluate the continued
need for physical confinement and detention, shall obtain administrator (or designee) approval for any
continued confinement and detention beyond the initial periodic reevaluation, and shall comply with any
administrator (or designee) directives concerning any continued confinement and detention;
6. Adequate and continuous adult supervision is provided;
7. Material restraints applied to the person are not used to effect confinement;
8. If a room or enclosure used for physical confinement and detention has a locking mechanism,
such room and mechanism shall comply with all applicable building code requirements and the following
additional requirements:
● If a locking mechanism is used, it shall be constructed so it will engage only when a handle,
knob, or other device is held in position by a person, unless the mechanism is electrically or electronically
controlled and automatically releases when the building’s fire alarm system is activated, the building’s
severe weather warning system is activated, or electrical power to the mechanism is interrupted.
● When the locking mechanism is released, the door must be able to be readily opened from the
inside.
● If a locking mechanism requires a handle, knob, or other device to be held in position by a
person before the mechanism is engaged, no person shall take any action, or cause such action to be taken,
or employ any object, device, or instrument, or cause such to be employed, that disables the handle, knob,
or other device such that the locking mechanism engages or remains engaged without the handle, knob,
or other device being held in position by a person.

